
 

December 18, 2020 

VIA E-mail to:  
 
donny.d.davidson@usace.army.mil 
patricia.r.hemphill@usace.army.mil 
James.M.Elcan@usace.army.mil 
Gerald.G.Bourne@usace.army.mil 
Cori.Carraway@usace.army.mil 
MemphisPAO@usace.army.mil  
vicksburgdistrict@usace.army.mil 
Regulatory@usace.army.mil 
 
District Engineer 
ATTN:  Donny D. Davidson, Jr., P.E. 
ATTN:  James Mitch Elcan 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Memphis District 
167 North Main Street B-202 
Memphis, Tennessee 38103-1894 
 
District Engineer 
ATTN:  Patricia R. Hemphill 
ATTN:  Cori Carraway 
ATTN:  Jerry Bourne 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Vicksburg District 
4155 Clay Street 
Vicksburg, MS 39183-3435 
 
RE: Byhalia Connection Pipeline - MVM-2019-206 and MVK-2019-473 
 
Dear District Engineers: 

We are writing to request that you perform your legal responsibility, 
pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act, and require the applicant to 
apply for an individual permit for a proposed oil pipeline that threatens the 
drinking water supply for Memphis and Shelby County, Tennessee. In addition, we 
request that you determine that the above referenced project is contrary to the 
public interest because, among other reasons, the project will unjustly impact 
several predominantly African American neighborhoods in South Memphis that are 
over-burdened by environmental degradation.  We request that you immediately 
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notify the project proponent that the oil pipeline project cannot proceed under NWP 
12 because the project does not satisfy the conditions required by that nationwide 
permit. 

 THE PROPOSED BYHALIA CONNECTION PIPELINE WOULD BE SITED 
OVER THE DRINKING WATER AQUIFER FOR A MAJOR CITY IN AN 
EARTHQUAKE ZONE  

As you know, the pipeline proponent, Byhalia Pipeline LLC, is a joint venture 
between a subsidiary of Plains All American Pipeline, L.P., a company 
headquartered in Houston, Texas, and a subsidiary of Valero Energy Corporation.  
The pipeline company proposes building a 24-inch diameter, 49.63-mile pipeline 
intended for the high-pressure pumping of crude oil from the Valero Refinery in 
Shelby County, Tennessee to the Valero Collierville Facility near Cayce, Marshall 
County, Mississippi. 

  The proposed pipeline route crosses a municipal wellfield operated by 
Memphis, Light, Gas and Water (MLGW), which pumps drinking water from the 
Memphis Sand Aquifer.  The pipeline route also crosses the aquifer’s recharge area 
where surface water enters the aquifer.   

The Memphis Sand Aquifer is a precious and limited natural resource that 
underlies much of West Tennessee, Northern Mississippi and several other states. 
The aquifer supplies Memphis and Shelby County with clean, reliable drinking 
water, and it supplies water used by numerous industries and agricultural 
producers throughout West Tennessee and Northern Mississippi. According to the 
USGS, Memphis and Shelby County (population more than 950,000) comprise one 
of the largest metropolitan areas in the world that relies exclusively on 
groundwater for its municipal water supply.1 Obviously, if the aquifer became 
polluted by a massive oil spill, the consequences for Memphis, West Tennessee, and 
Northern Mississippi would be disastrous. 

If built, the proposed pipeline would cross a drinking water wellfield (the 
Davis Wellfield) which MLGW uses to pump drinking water from the aquifer.  That 
wellfield supplies drinking water to several residential areas in southwest 
Memphis, including Westwood, Boxtown, and White Chapel.  Moreover, the pipeline 
would plow through Wellhead Protection Zone 2 as established in MLGW’s 
Wellhead Protection Plan, and the pipeline would pass near numerous Source 
Water Protection Areas in Northern Mississippi.   

                                                        
1 U.S. Geological Survey, Ground‐Water	Depletion	Across	the	Nation, USGS Fact Sheet-103-03, 3 (2003); and 
https://memphischamber.com/select-memphis/data-center/population/.   
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The following map shows where the pipeline route crosses the Davis Wellfield 
and MLGW’s Wellhead Protection Zone 2 near areas of known or suspected 
breaches in the clay layer.2   

 

The following is an overview map showing the pipeline route in relation to 
the Davis Wellfield, the Wellhead Protection Zone, and numerous Source Water 
Protection Areas.  

                                                        
2 Although the attached maps are based on MLGW’s 2003 Wellhead Protection Plan maps, Protect Our Aquifer 
recently inspected the current version of MLGW’s Wellhead Protection Plan and confirmed that Zone 2 is the 
same or very similar in scope. 
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The following is a map prepared by the Center for Applied Earth Science and 
Engineering Research (CAESER) at the University of Memphis.  That map shows 
that the eastern portion of proposed pipeline route crosses over the unconfined 
recharge zone of the Memphis Sand Aquifer (a/k/a Memphis/Sparta aquifer) where 
the aquifer is recharged by surface water.   
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Although an overlying clay layer, known as the Upper Claiborne confining 
unit (UCCU), partially protects some parts of the aquifer, that clay layer has 
several known and suspected breaches, holes, and leaks.  Those conduits may allow 
shallow groundwater contaminants to seep into the deeper aquifer, as illustrated 
below.  Thus, the presence of the clay layer in some places does not mean that the 
Aquifer is protected from contamination resulting from an oil spill. 
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The risks associated with the proposed pipeline are difficult to overstate.  The 
pipeline company proposes building a 24-inch diameter high-pressure crude oil 
pipeline across a drinking water aquifer in an earthquake zone.  Specifically, the 
proposed pipeline, if constructed, would transport oil under pressure within a 
seismic area known as the New Madrid Seismic Zone.  According to the USGS, the 
New Madrid Seismic Zone is the most seismically active area in the central and 
eastern United States.3  Since 1974, seismometers (instruments that measure 
ground shaking) have recorded thousands of small to moderate earthquakes in the 
area.4 

According to the pipeline company, the pipeline would transport oil under 
significant pressure (1500 psi), and the pipeline would have shutoff valves every 
nine miles.  Therefore, if a rupture occurs in the pipeline, resulting from either 
human error or natural causes, it would be a recipe for environmental and 
humanitarian disaster.   

Pipelines are not foolproof, and oil spills are much more common than they 
should be.  Since 1986, pipeline accidents have spilled an average of 76,000 barrels 
per year—equivalent to 200 barrels every day.5  Moreover, one of the pipeline 
company’s owners and primary investors, Plains All American Pipeline, has a 
known history of oil spills.  In fact, Plains All American reportedly faced criminal 

                                                        
3 https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/earthquake-hazards/science/new-madrid-seismic-zone?qt-
science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects 
4 Id.	
5 https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/campaigns/americas_dangerous_pipelines/ 
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charges for spilling about 140,000 gallons of crude oil into the Pacific Ocean as a 
result of a corroded and ruptured pipeline.6   

 THE PROPOSED PIPELINE DOES NOT COMPLY WITH NWP 12 

The plain language of NWP 12 does not allow for the construction of pipelines 
near drinking water intakes.  Specifically, General Condition 7 of NWP 12 expressly 
prohibits activities in proximity to public water supply intakes.  That condition 
states: 

7. Water Supply Intakes. No activity may occur in the proximity of a 
public water supply intake, except where the activity is for the repair 
or improvement of public water supply intake structures or adjacent 
bank stabilization.7 

As mentioned above, the proposed pipeline crosses the Davis Wellfield and a 
Wellhead Protection Zone in southwest Memphis, and it passes near or through 
numerous Source Water Protection Areas in Northern, Mississippi.  Therefore, the 
subject pipeline does not comply with the written conditions stated in NWP 12, and 
you, as district engineers, are obligated to inform the project proponent that 
proceeding with construction in reliance on that nationwide permit would be 
unlawful.   

 THE PIPELINE IS CONTRARY TO THE PUBLIC INTEREST AND 
WOULD UNJUSTLY BURDEN VULNERABLE COMMUNITIES 

Under NWP 12, district engineers are required to make three important 
determinations: (1) whether a proposed project meets the terms and conditions of 
the nationwide permit; (2) whether a proposed project will have more than minimal 
individual or cumulative adverse environmental effects; and (3) whether a project is 
contrary to the public interest.  Specifically, NWP 12 provides: 

B. District Engineer’s Decision. 

1. In reviewing the PCN for the proposed activity, the district engineer 
will determine whether the activity authorized by the NWP will result 
in more than minimal individual or cumulative adverse environmental 
effects or may be contrary to the public interest. If a project proponent 

                                                        
6 https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2016/05/17/478388898/pipeline-company-indicted-over-
2015-california-oil-spill 
7 Nationwide	Permit	12	–	Utility	Line	Activities,	NWP Final Notice, 82 FR 1860. 
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requests authorization by a specific NWP, the district engineer should 
issue the NWP verification for that activity if it meets the terms and 
conditions of that NWP, unless he or she determines, after considering 
mitigation, that the proposed activity will result in more than minimal 
individual and cumulative adverse effects on the aquatic environment 
and other aspects of the public interest and exercises discretionary 
authority to require an individual permit for the proposed activity.8 

When making those important determinations, a district engineer is required to 
consider site-specific factors, such as the environmental setting in the vicinity of the 
project and the type of resources affected.9   

 As discussed above, the proposed pipeline does not meet the terms and 
conditions of NWP 12 because it violates General Condition 7 - proximity to public 
water supply intakes.  In addition, the proposed pipeline risks much more than 
“minimal and cumulative adverse environmental effects” because putting a high-
pressure crude oil pipeline above a pristine drinking water aquifer in an earthquake 
zone is dangerous, particularly where that aquifer serves as the sole drinking water 
source for a major city. To make matters worse, the pipeline would run through an 
area riddled with known and suspected breaches in the clay layer that would 
otherwise help protect the aquifer from contamination caused by an oil spill. And, 
as discussed below, the wellfield that the pipeline runs through serves residential 
areas in South Memphis that are already burdened by pollution from a host of 
industrial facilities. 

The proposed pipeline also contravenes the public interest because it will 
place an unjust burden on minority communities already suffering from 
environmental degradation.  The pipeline route cuts through several predominantly 
African American communities in southwest Memphis, including a community 
known as Boxtown. That community got its name after formerly enslaved people 
used scraps of materials and wood from train boxcars to build homes there in the 
late 19th century. The Boxtown community is already burdened by dozens of 
industrial facilities, including the Valero refinery and TVA’s recently retired coal 
plant and active gas plant. According to a 2013 study, the cumulative cancer risk 
from toxic air in southwest Memphis, which includes Boxtown, is four times higher 
than the national average, and it is driven by industrial and transportation-related 
pollutants like benzene and formaldehyde.10 

                                                        
8 Id. 
9 Id.	
10 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1352231013006948?via%3Dihub#! 
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The following is a map showing certain racial demographics of the pipeline 
route.  That map relies upon census data to depict the racial makeup of the 
communities affected by the pipeline, and it reflects the locations of numerous 
industrial facilities listed on the Toxic Release Inventory.   

 

As you can see, the pipeline company proposes putting the pipeline through 
neighborhoods that are more than 80% people of color.  These neighborhoods are 
already burdened by the hardships associated with living near dirty industries, and 
it is wrong to increase the environmental threats which they face. 

Adding insult to injury, a land agent for the pipeline company offended many 
community members when he explained why the company chose Boxtown: “We 
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took, basically, a point of least resistance.”11   That insulting remark appears to 
provide telling insight into the pipeline company’s thought process in selecting the 
pipeline route.  Rather than taking the shortest route due east through more 
affluent and predominantly white neighborhoods, the proposed route heads due 
south, through communities of color, before turning east and traversing parts of 
Northern Mississippi. 

 This pipeline proposal demands good government and wise environmental 
stewardship.  The United States Corps of Engineers, through its district engineers, 
has an important opportunity to follow the plain terms of NWP 12, and by doing so, 
protect the quality of life of our neighbors and friends in South Memphis and 
protect our drinking water - a priceless resource upon which hundreds of thousands 
of people, and numerous industries, depend every day.   

No one wants a future in which a vital source of clean drinking water is 
fouled by a catastrophic oil spill.  NWP 12 is not intended to promote such a future, 
and we ask that you help ensure that it never happens. 

       Sincerely, 

       s/George Nolan 
       George Nolan 
       Amanda Garcia 
       Southern Environmental Law Center 
       gnolan@selctn.org 
       agarcia@selctn.org 
 
 
       s/ Jim Kovarik_ 
       Jim Kovarik 
       Director 
       Protect Our Aquifer 
       jim@protectouraquifer.org 
 
 
       s/ Justin J. Pearson_ 
       Justin J. Pearson 
       Memphis Community Against Pipeline 
 

                                                        
11 https://southerlymag.org/2020/09/10/this-black-memphis-neighborhood-is-trying-to-stop-an-oil-
pipeline-theyre-running-out-of-time/ 
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       s/ Scott Banbury 
       Scott Banbury 
       Conservation Program Coordinator 
       Tennessee Chapter of the Sierra Club 
       smbanbury@gmail.com 
 
 
 
cc: Stephen Cohen, United States Representative, 9th District of Tennessee 
 Marilyn Dillihay, Office of Representative Stephen Cohen 
 Rick Maynard, Office of Representative Stephen Cohen 
 Alex Schnelle, Office of Representative Stephen Cohen 
 (all by email) 


